Modeling the pharmacodynamics of highly schedule-dependent agents: exemplified by cytarabine-based regimens in acute myeloid leukemia.
Many agents in antineoplastic chemotherapy are highly schedule dependent. Therefore, variables such as total dose and also the area under the curve (AUC) that are schedule insensitive are generally insufficient to adequately represent treatment strength. To establish a descriptor of treatment strength that takes into account the differential contribution of plasma concentrations (C) and exposure times (T) towards the cytotoxic effect and to investigate whether such a pharmacodynamically weighed descriptor is better correlated to the clinical effect than conventional variables. The paradigm "C(N) x T = constant" (for an isoeffect) incorporates a weighing factor N (concentration coefficient) into the conventional description of the AUC that quantitates the differential contribution of C and T towards the cytotoxic effect. N was to be numerically derived from a multitude of in vitro isoeffect analyses of the major agents in acute myeloid leukemia (AML) therapy from patient samples (n = 57). For cytarabine, N was 0.45, numerically expressing the substantially higher relevance of T versus C for its cytotoxic effect. In a meta-analysis of 49 study arms involving >10,000 patients, neither total dose, dose intensity, nor AUC was correlated to the clinical effect. However, when AUC was pharmacodynamically weighed (N-weighed AUC, N-AUC = C(0.45) x T), this new descriptor was highly significantly correlated to the clinical effect (P < 0.001). The N-AUC concept is able to characterize schedule-dependent agents and is the only descriptor of cytarabine treatment strength actually correlated to the clinical effect in AML.